Technical validation of a multiplex platform to detect thirty mutations in eight genetic diseases prevalent in individuals of Ashkenazi Jewish descent.
This study determines the analytic accuracy of a Luminex bead-based commercial analyte-specific reagent for the simultaneous analysis of 30 mutations prevalent in Ashkenazi Jews at eight genetic disease loci. DNA from 20 samples with known abnormal genotypes were run a total of 109 times. DNA from 820 patients with unknown genotypes submitted for Ashkenazi Jewish testing panels were analyzed using our current laboratory techniques. The 820 samples were then stripped of identifiers, coded, and reanalyzed using the Tm Biosciences (Toronto, Canada) Ashkenazi Jewish panel analyte-specific reagent in a blinded fashion. For the controls, comparisons were made with their known genotypes. For the patient samples, the results of the Tm assay were compared with the results of our current assay. For 24 of the 30 mutations, we had genomic DNA controls or detected patients' samples heterozygous for these mutations. There were no discrepant results in the control or patient samples. In the patient samples, 19,680 genotyping reactions were performed without error in both our laboratory-developed single-disease assays and the Tm multiplex assay. Including the controls, 22,296 genotypes were determined without error. The Tm Biosciences Ashkenazi Jewish analyte-specific reagent is capable of performing accurate analyses of 24 different mutations in eight different genes in a single multiplex reaction and can be used with confidence in the clinical molecular genetics laboratory.